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TOTAL VOICE
The last phone service
your business will ever need.
TOTAL VOICE is a cloud-based business phone system designed to work for you. HD voice,
simple interfaces, advanced features and integrated apps make everyday telecom easier
so you never (ever) have to worry about anything other than your core business.

Save your business up to 30%.
Only pay for what you need with a per feature, per user, per month
subscription. Installation, maintenance and upgrades are our
responsibility, not yours.

Advanced custom telecom.
Experience High Definition call quality, on-demand feature control
and the latest phone tools and apps—accessible from anywhere.

High-tech without the hassles.
Cloud-based technology eliminates onsite equipment and IT requirements.
Unlike traditional PBX and on-premise VOIP systems, there is no hardware
to manage or maintain. Just plug and go.

Risk-free long-term investment.
Easily scale your network, integrate new locations, and enjoy the latest
features. Our systems are continually updated so that you never have to
invest in another technology again.

Reliable HD voice hosted on our private and
secure fiber-optic network.

TOTAL VOICE
TOTAL VOICE
offers traditional
PBX functions, plus
enhanced features
and applications.

Risk-free network technology.
TOTAL VOICE adjusts to your business, not the other way around. Adding or
removing lines or features is as easy as a call. Installation, confiuration and
equipment is included so that you can make changes to your network as you
need to without downtime or risk.

Save more and get more.
Total Voice cloud VOIP gives you
on-demand scalability, upgrades,
network control and custom feature
options without any of the headaches

Save your business up to 30% in total cost of ownership without sacrificing one
bit of quality. A customizable monthly subscription eliminates the startup costs
and operational expenses that come with traditional PBX systems. Installation,
configuration, maintenance and upgrades are our responsibility, not yours.

that usually come with high-tech
communications. Hosted on Epik’s
privately managed fiber-optic

Accessible from anywhere.

network, it is fully reliable,

Access your network from anywhere with an internet connection. Just plug in
your phone at home or use a mobile application to access your office network,
including any features and settings you need.

secure and data-compatible.

Improve your voice operations.
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There’s a button, feature or function to make everyday office tasks a little (or
a lot) easier. Phone operations are streamlined by comprehensive functions,
intuitive interfaces and integrated applications.

Always on, guaranteed.
TOTAL VOICE goes from installation into action with reliability and support
guarantees that protect your business. Running on Epik’s North America-wide
fiber-optic network, your communications will be up 99.99%—that’s a single
hour (or less) of downtime per year.
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Contact our
Sales Team
We are here for you.

